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Last Wednesday, lawmakers in the House
passed a bipartisan bill that would ban
TikTok unless it’s untethered from Chinese
ownership. The move has triggered sharp
reactions from both sides of the aisle,
including from the likes of Kentucky’s GOP
Sen. Rand Paul and New York’s pseudo-
commie Representative Alexandria Ocasio-
Cortez. Today, we discuss what the bill
actually says, the “slippery slope” argument,
and the possible reason for the flip-flopping
of Donald Trump on the issue. 

Also in this episode: 

@ 12:06 | Won’t the attack against TikTok open the door to banning X?

@ 21:00 | The judge presiding over Fani Willis’ corrupt case against Trump handed down his ruling,
proving to be every bit the type of adjudicator we predicted he would — but hoped he wouldn’t — be.

@ 32:05 | An Idaho state lawmaker has introduced anti-SWATTing legislation to protect people in her
state. We discuss what she had to say to TNA senior editor Rebecca Terrell. 

RELATED

Read “Turley: Willis Must Step Aside, Despite Judge’s Ruling in Trump Election Case.”

Watch The Constitution Is the Solution! video series HERE.
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Subscribe to the New American
Get exclusive digital access to the most informative,

non-partisan truthful news source for patriotic Americans!

Discover a refreshing blend of time-honored values, principles and insightful
perspectives within the pages of "The New American" magazine. Delve into a

world where tradition is the foundation, and exploration knows no bounds.

From politics and finance to foreign affairs, environment, culture,
and technology, we bring you an unparalleled array of topics that matter most.

Subscribe

What's Included?
24 Issues Per Year
Optional Print Edition
Digital Edition Access
Exclusive Subscriber Content
Audio provided for all articles
Unlimited access to past issues
Coming Soon! Ad FREE
60-Day money back guarantee!
Cancel anytime.
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